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We’re All a Little
Maybe we’re all a little lost
In a sea of opportunity, waiting for the right catch 
Maybe we’re all a little confused
 A forest of careers, searching for the right path
Maybe we’re all a little scared
 Slowly leaving the nest, still unable to fly
Maybe we’re all a little tired
 In a suffocating atmosphere that won’t let you breathe
Maybe we’re all a little anxious
 With the concept of time slowly creeping up on us
Maybe we’re all a little hopeless
 That our roots won’t grow as deep and our flowers will be of less value
Maybe we’re all a little insecure
 Blooming at different rates, in different gardens
Maybe . . . just maybe we’re all a little strong
 Still standing after our own storms
Maybe we’re all a little successful
 Even if all you did was grow
Maybe we’re more alike than we seem
 Just trying to be planted, while society threatens to dig us up 

—Baylie Boglioli, Sophomore

Aaron Pondolfino, 8th Grade

Joshua Lawton, 8th Grade
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Ricky Pegg, 3rd Grade

Kassandra Mills, 3rd Grade

Natalie Barley, 5th Grade

Broden Connally, 3rd Grade

Traveling Through the Dark
I pianoed out of the music room 
My body microphoned into the kitchen 
As I looked around there were grocery bags on the counter 
I walked towards the counter and bananaed right down to the hard wooden floor .

As my stomach snarled like a tiger at a circus, I felt as if I was starving in a dry desert.
My tongue dried as if I had laid in the hot dry sand of the Sahara Desert. 
I saw the lemonade mix and I got up off the ground and reached for a cup and some cold water. 
I remembered a time when life was as easy as drinking a cold glass of lemonade. 

Finishing the lemonade I remembered what I was going to the kitchen for. The window was open and I could 
see the blue morning sky that had berry many clouds. Looking back down there was the one thing I wanted 
that morning. My blueberries round and sweet once placed on the tongue ever so lightly. 

—Abigail Maurelli, Junior
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Miranda  
Carrabba, 
Sophomore

Abigail Maurelli, 
Junior

Somewhere
Cool, crisp, calm, and collected,
the stream runs untouched by man,
only looked upon from passing planes above.

Fish swim with grace through the channel. 
Its water, as blue as the summer sky,
flowing calmly on a path to something new.

Around this brooke leaves dance to the ground,
blanketing the barren forest floor.

As rain begins to fall, 
the thick canopy above provides an umbrella.
Sheltering the painting like scenery,
protecting and preserving its beauty.

—Anastasia Edwards, Junior
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A: Hayden Kolvik, 4th Grade
B: Hunter McAdams, 4th Grade
C: Jacob Knapp, 4th Grade
D: Kiarra Walker, 4th Grade
E: Lucas Waffle, 4th Grade
F: Ryan Townsend, 4th Grade
G: Savannah Coyle, 4th Grade
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Anonymous

Carter Swayer, 5th Grade

Levi Waffle, 6th Grade

Jada Rivera, 
5th Grade

Ryland Boss, 5th Grade
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Keegan Holt, Junior

Skyler Payne, Junior

Scott Strain, Junior

Kassie Boss, Junior

Anna Pavelkova
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Sonnet on Writer’s Block
Why can’t I think of a sonnet to write?
Isn’t it, between the pen and the sword,
The writing utensil that has more might?
But the thing is, people shouldn’t be bored.
I just want my poem to be good
One that drags people in with the words
Just as any good poem should
Not just make one that’s for the birds.
I have to believe in my capabilities 
After all, I should raise the limit
Of all of my abilities 
I can do this, no need to be timid
Well, all this came as a surprise 
I wrote this all as I closed my eyes.

—Kiernan Burke

Aidain Hoyt, Freshman

Jeffrey Bourgois, Freshman

Laura Foote, Freshman

Landen Tyler, Freshman

Ian Payne, Freshman
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Fiona Ventura, Freshman

Landen Tyler, Freshman

Jeffrey Bourgois, Freshman

Mackenzie Graves, Freshman
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Miranda Carrabba, Sophomore

Broden Connally, 3rd Grade

Kylie Lawton, 8th Grade

Will Ranc, Senior

Haikus
Flowers blossoming 
Trees blooming with hues of green 
Spring is in the air 

Cool crisp refreshing water
Tranquil waters flowing down
Vital for all life

Above the mountain
Gold glistening sun beams shine
Warming the icy snow

—Anastasia Edwards, Junior
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Katie Robinson, Junior

Fiona Ventura, FreshmanIan Payne, Freshman

Still Life
Under the umbrella I sat,
The trees whispering all around me.
I drew my surroundings with my pencil,
Keeping records of them, 
Forever preserved in lead.
I heard a rustling in the distance,
I looked up, and saw a white rabbit emerge from the blueberry bush
Scarfing down any that had fallen from the breeze.
Chuckling to myself, I continued the scene,
Drawing Still Life, my passion from a young age.
I pay no mind to the rumblings from the road behind me,
As the warm, natural world interests me more than our cold, lifeless machines.
So there I sit, until the sun begins melting into the great ocean in the distance.
I pack my tools, and leave the sanctuary of nature, 
As I head back to the city, the den in which the unnatural resides.

—Tristan Korth, Junior
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Anastasia Edwards, Junior      Kyle Blake, Junior

Nick George, SeniorElizabeth Ilarraza, Junior

Tristan Korth, Junior Emma Ryther, Senior
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Mollie Dugan, JuniorKyle Blake, Junior Ian Rehrmann, Junior

Hannah Tilley, JuniorNick George, Senior

Emma Ryther, Senior Kylie Brigham, Junior
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Katie Robinson, Junior

Yellow
Yellow looks like tall sunflowers,
shining in the light,
or the cheerful smile
on a child’s face.
Yellow tastes like the sourness of a lemon,
or pineapple by the beach.
Yellow smells like the flowers in the spring;
dandelions, daffodils, buttercups.
Yellow feels like a warm summer day
or a fresh spring morning.
Yellow sounds the squeak
of a rubber duck,
or bees buzzing in the air.
Yellow is optimism, joy,
and happiness.

—Hannah Tilley, Junior

Miranda Carrabba, Sophomore

Etain LaLonde, Freshman
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Capturing Life
I never thought that a small, 
Rectangular object,
Would change my life forever.
Looking through a lens,
And hearing a single click,
That would ring in my ears,
And go deep into my soul.
It changed my view on life,
And I’d find the beautiful things within it.
I experienced so much more because of it.

I see the life and beauty of nature,
The many people and cultures,
And best of all,
The vulnerable side of the world.
I use it’s power before me,
To capture life in an exact moment,
And I hold it near to my heart,
Even though it isn’t of much value to some.
I get to hold all walks of life in my hands,
And my eyes are expressed in every one of these.
I hope other people see what I see.

—Elizabeth Ilarraza, Junior

Elizabeth Ilarraza, Junior

Elizabeth Ilarraza, Junior
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Kylie Brigham, Junior

Kylie Brigham, Junior

Elizabeth Thompson, Senior

Gabbi Eklund, Senior
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Sonnet to Summer
Summer—The time of year you get bored;
And when it’s so very hot. 
When school was let out you thought you scored;
And you can’t sit inside or your brains will rot.
Summer—the time of year when your ice cream melts;
And it’s torture without a pool. 
Once summer was the best season, or so you felt,
Now all you want is to be cool.
Summer—the time of year when the pavement is too hot to walk barefoot.
When all you want is just sit in front of a fan. 
Your school work over vacation—-there is no help put;
And everyday you have no plan.
But what other time of year is there so much sun?
And when else can you run all day and just have fun?

—Hannah Swayer, 8th Grade

“Mystic Winter” Austin Ward, Senior 
(Honorable Mention in Jostens  
Annual Photography Contest)

Elizabeth Thompson, Senior
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Austin Ward, Senior

Austin Ward, Senior

 Brandon Card, Sophomore

“Chilled Pain” Elizabeth Thompson, Senior (CAA Juror’s Award)

Elizabeth Thompson, Senior
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All Photos: Kylie Brigham, Junior
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Sunflower Seeds
Sunflower seeds,
how much they remind me of the game. 
So many flavors and so many memories,
you can never pass them up.
Whether they’re yours or you’ve stolen them from a teammate, 
watch out because they will probably be stolen from you too. 
In the dugout or even in your back pocket,
sunflower seeds will always be with you. 
They are there for a mid game snack, 
or even for your concentration. 
Whether you like them or not, 
the game of baseball wouldn’t be the same without sunflower seeds. 

—Scott Strain, Junior

Elizabeth Ilarraza, Junior

Elizabeth Ilarraza, Junior

Austin Ward, Senior
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Elizabeth Thompson, Senior

Brandon Card, Sophomore Brandon Card, Sophomore

“American Crime” Matthew Wendler, Sophomore Brandon Card, Sophomore

Elizabeth Ilarraza, Junior
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Anonymous

Anonymous

 Delaney Coveney, 6th Grade

Miranda Carrabba, Sophomore

Sera Lentz, 6th Grade
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Kam Walker, 5th Grade

AnonymousAnonymous

Brody Coleman, 5th Grade

Landen Tyler, Freshman

Leah Rehrmann, Freshman
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Sonnet to My Cat
My cat’s fur is like lemon;
A knife is far more sharp than her claws;
I have seen a watermelon more small
than her whole body;
My cat, when she walks, her belly
is on the floor dragging along with her legs;
When fed, she stares at me with yellow;
She never goes outside, for she will run;
She cares for me, like having an empty bowl;
When I walk she trips me, hoping for food;
But, she is part of the family;
And we love her very much.

—Jillian Maerz, 8th Grade

Laurel Brigham, Freshman

Cover Photo by:   
Elizabeth Ilarraza, Junior


